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In this paper, we propose a Blockchain-supported authen-
tication protocol for Drone-assisted IoV using Elliptic curve
cryptography (BDIVE). Compared to existing authentication
protocols, we extend the threat model from an honest-but-
curious drone to active attacks against drones. BDIVE provides
both energy-efficiency, traceability, and accountability thanks
to the use of blockchain at the Trusted Authority (TA). Using
Burrow–Abadi–Needham (BAN) logic, we analyze and prove the
security of mutual authentication in BDIVE. We also prove the
security of BDIVE against several attacks by implementing it
in AVISPA. To assess its scalability and energy efficiency, we
implement BDIVE using Omnetpp with its Castalia simulator.
The comparison of BDIVE with currently existing authentication
protocols, shows that it reduces the energy consumption up to
70% and the computational cost up to 68%, while providing
resistance to previously unconsidered attack vectors.

Index Terms—Internet of Vehicles, Drones, Blockchain, Au-
thentication

I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Vehicles (IoV) may benefit from the use of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) (or drones) for multiple
purposes, including packet routing, task offloading, extended
communication range, and improved quality of service [1].
Thanks to their flying capabilities, UAVs are not constrained
by the physical structure of the roads and are able to freely
move to support the network where needed [1]. Therefore, they
provide a significant advantage compared to other network
entities that only provide localized services, such as edge
servers or Road Side Units (RSUs). Besides increased con-
nectivity and network performance (e.g., in terms of delay and
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reliability) [2], UAVs may also provide other advantages to the
IoV. For instance, thanks to drones it is possible to reduce the
number of deployed infrastructural nodes (therefore lowering
the deployment costs) while at the same time guaranteeing the
absence of link quality degradation due to obstacles [1]. On the
other hand, the introduction of a larger number of connected
devices imposes additional security challenges. In the case
of non-secure communications, a malicious user can capture
and modify the information transmitted among the different
network entities having multiple consequences. Information
exchanged in the IoV may be related to sensitive users’ data,
which may lead to their tracking or profiling. Furthermore, an
attacker may be able to compromise the safety of the road
by modifying or injecting messages that may cause inconsis-
tencies and possibly car crashes. Therefore, it is fundamental
to secure UAV-supported IoV against cybersecurity attacks.
To this aim, authentication plays a fundamental role to allow
only authorized entities to deliver messages in the IoV.

Currently available state-of-the-art authentication solutions
for IoV either do not account for the presence of drones [3],
[4], [5], [6] or do not consider the fundamental needs of this
type of network. First, they do not provide an energy demand
analysis [7]. In fact, drones are battery-limited devices whose
lifespan depends on the complexity of the operations they
should execute. Authentication is a necessary step, which how-
ever should not consume a large amount of energy. Second,
they consider a simple attacker model. Indeed, an honest but
curious drone is a fair adversary model, however, it is not
sufficient to guarantee the security of the network. Drones can
in fact be stolen by an adversary that can hence actively attack
the network. Lastly, they consider a centralized identity and
session manager [7]. Keeping track of identities and sessions is
a fundamental requirement to provide accountability in an IoV
network, with applications ranging from insurance manage-
ment to traffic monitoring. However, a single entity managing
all this information might be corrupted hence jeopardizing the
security of the overall network.

In this paper, we propose a Blockchain-supported au-
thentication protocol for Drone-assisted IoV using Elliptic
curve cryptography (BDIVE), a novel authentication scheme
solving the aforementioned issues. We particularly focus on
the Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) communication as it has been
recognized as one of the two communication links where
cyberattacks are most likely to occur in IoV [8]. By em-
ploying elliptic curve cryptography, we provide an effective
and energy-efficient solution. Compared to the existing liter-
ature on the subject, we consider a stronger attacker model
moving from a passive-but-curious drone to active attacks
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Abstract—The inclusion of drones in Internet of Vehicles (IoV)
is a current trend that presents significant trade-offs. On the one
hand, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) provide advantages such
as enabling ground communications also when physical obstacles
limit the connectivity. On the other hand, they increase the
attack surface. For instance, physical attacks on drones provide
the attacker with credentials that can be used to inject bogus
information into the IoV network, thus jeopardizing not only
security but also users’ safety. In this scenario, authentication
plays a fundamental role to guarantee security. It is however
fundamental to develop authentication protocols that can, at
the same time, protect ground users’ data and prevent attacks
to drones. However, currently available authentication schemes
cannot guarantee security in case of attacks to drones.
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against it considering e.g., that a UAV might be stolen and
compromised. Furthermore, we strengthen the security of the
overall network by using blockchain technology at the Trusted
Authority (TA) side We use transactions to store authentication
sessions among the different entities, collecting also meta-
information related to the context (e.g., location). This allows
for traceability and accountability of the exchanged messages,
and also mitigates possible attacks against the data stored at
the TA’s server.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows.
• We propose BDIVE, a novel elliptic curve cryptogra-

phy based authentication scheme for drone-assisted V2V
communications in IoV. BDIVE not only guarantees
mutual authentication and key agreement, but also allows
for the dynamic addition of vehicles.

• Compared to the state-of-the-art, we strengthen the se-
curity of the overall IoV network with respect to two
different perspectives: i) we consider active attacks to-
wards drones; ii) we provide traceability, accountability,
and protection against attacks aiming at modifying the
information stored at the TA by using blockchain tech-
nology.

• We prove the security of BDIVE via both BAN Logic and
via implementation thorough AVISPA tool and compare
its security features to those of other available state-of-
the-art authentication protocols.

• Via numerical evaluation, we compare the communication
and energy costs of BDIVE with that of other available
state-of-the-art authentication schemes. Our results show
that BDIVE, compared to other authentication schemes,
reduces the energy consumption up to 70% and the
computational cost up to 68%.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe the related works. In Section III, we present the
system and threat models. In Section IV, we present BDIVE
and provide all its details. In Section V, we show the security
of BDIVE using BAN logic. In Section VI, we compare
BDIVE with other relevant state-of-the-art schemes in terms
of security, communication cost, and energy cost. We then
derive the conclusions and discuss possible future works in
Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section we present the related literature on the use of
drones in vehicular networks (Section II-A), authentication in
IoV and Vehicular Ad Hoc Network (VANET) (Section II-B),
and blockchain for vehicular networks (Section II-C).

A. Use of Drones in Vehicular Networks

Drones have been first introduced to provide longer range
and continuous network communication among vehicles and
from vehicle to infrastructure [9]. In fact, in VANET, vehicles
communicate through dedicated short-range communications,
whose connection coverage is limited in space. Therefore,
drones are used as relaying entities, amplifying and forwarding
the signal. Later, given the increasing processing capabilities
of drones, they have also been considered for task offloading

at the network’s edge [10] and for collecting data that can
be used for federated learning [11]. Drones can also help
sustain high-traffic loads and may be used to extend the
network infrastructure considering the possibilities given by
drone-to-drone communications [12]. Drones have not only
been deployed to help vehicles, but also to increase the
communication with users and guarantee a certain quality of
service [13]. In fact, they can be exploited to securely collect
information regarding the road status to facilitate autonomous
driving or to provide users with feedback on safety-critical
situations [14].

B. Authentication in IoV

The use of drones in IoV is a relatively novel paradigm,
which has been mostly considered to enhance communication
capabilities. The literature on authentication protocols for
drone-assisted IoV is scarce, and most of the authentication
protocols for IoV do not consider the presence of drones.
For instance, Vasudev et al. [3] considered the need for
lightweight operations in authentication schemes in order for
them to be suitable for IoV networks. Indeed, guaranteeing
the communication security shall not come at the cost of high
communication delays, as this may have an impact on the road
safety in the IoV. To deal with the lightweight requirement of
authentication in IoV, Chuang et al. [4] proposed an authen-
tication scheme based on the concept of trust to minimize
the number of required message exchanges. Chen et al. [5]
deal with the scalability problem of IoV by proposing an
iterative method for identity verification, while Aman et al. [6]
propose a three-layered infrastructure to reduce the number of
messages on the communication channel. A different approach
has been proposed by Song et al. [15], where the complexity
of key management in the IoV context is reduced thanks to
the application of fog computing, where specific vehicles act
as fog heads and are hence responsible for managing a subset
of vehicles. However, none of these proposals consider the
existence of drones in the network, therefore they cannot be
easily extended to provide secure authentication also in the
case where drones are used to support IoV. Zhang et al. [16],
propose the use of drones to authenticate communication in
VANET. However, the authors assume that the drone is an
honest but curious device, without including the possibility of
the device being stolen. As this represents a concrete threat
in drone-supported IoV, we instead include it in the design
of BDIVE. Furthermore, Zhang et al. did not account for
the energy efficiency of the protocol, therefore not providing
guarantees on the feasibility of its implementation on battery-
limited drones. BDIVE is instead highly energy-efficient, thus
increasing the drone’s lifetime.

C. Use of Blockchain in VANET and IoV

Blockchain has been proposed to serve different scopes in
the context of vehicular networks [17]. Jiang et al. [18] propose
to divide the whole IoV network into smaller sub-networks,
each characterized by a certain sub-set of vehicles and RSUs
as blockchain nodes. The authors show how blockchain can
be used to improve the performance of IoV. Kang et al. [19]
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proposed a mechanism based on the vehicle’s reputation to
provide secure solutions against collusion. The social aspect
of IoV has been discussed by Butt et al. [20], where the
authors proposed a blockchain solution to deal with users’
sensitive data. A blockchain solution to block malicious users
from accessing the IoV network has been proposed by Amad
et al. [6], where user authentication is based on physical
unclonable functions and smart contract. The closest solution
to our proposal has been proposed by Zhang et al. [7], where
the blockchain is used to enable the message propagation
among vehicles. In [21], Vangala et al. propose a blockchain-
based scheme for Internet of Things (IoT) devices, where
devices are distributed in zones. This work shares some simi-
larities with our scheme. However, in our scheme we explicitly
consider zones to select the cryptographic material to use
when communicating with zone-specific deployed vehicles.
Furthermore, we use blockchain technology to secure the
information at the TA side besides providing traceability and
accountability of the collected data.

III. SYSTEM AND THREAT MODEL

In this section, we first introduce the system model in
Section III-A. Then, we present our considered threat model
in Section III-B.

A. System Model

We consider the system depicted in Figure 1. Our proposed
model has the following components.
• Vehicle: is a mobile object (moving at high speed) that

is equipped with a device for Dedicated Short-Range
Communication (DSRC). A vehicle can request commu-
nication from an Assisting Drone (AD) or a RSU. We
assume that in a pre-registration action, each vehicle is
assigned a smart card loaded with an ID and password.

• Assisting Drone: is an Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS)
that is equipped with Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU),
battery, flight controller, a communication module, and
rotors. Each drone collaborates with a pair of Road Side
Units (RSUs) to manage vehicle communications in a
specific section of the road.

• Road Side Unit: is a server on the roadside. It is equipped
with DSRC and other necessary network-enabling com-
ponents. RSUs are placed at regular intervals along the
road. Hence RSUs are partitioning the road into regions,
where we define each region as the road space delimited
by two consecutive RSUs. Each region is managed by
an AD and a pair of RSUs. Hence RSUs reply to
vehicles’ communication requests. We assume that each
RSU manages only one zone of the road.

• Trusted Authority: this is a fully trusted component
that registers ADs, Vehicles (VHs), and RSUs. TA also
handles the authentication processes among the different
components of the system.

• Blockchain cloud sever: it represents a network of P2P
entities that manage the information collected by the
TA. The P2P cloud server uses blockchain technology
to store transactions related to the key establishment

procedures among the different entities, providing trace-
ability, accountability and mitigating possible attacks to
TA’s database. We will later provide the details on its
implementation.

Fig. 1: Proposed Network Model for Drone Assisted V2V
Communication.

We assume that RSUs are located far apart, and hence
unable to appropriately support the huge number of requests
coming from VHs. Therefore, each pair of consecutive RSUs
is backed up by an AD that can freely fly in a zone to
enhance its communication capacity. All VHs, ADs, and RSUs
must register with TA to participate in V2V communications.
Hence, TA stores the data related to all system entities and
controls all the system’s communication. The objective of our
paper is to build a security protocol that guarantees validation
and authentication of all system components.

The registration of VHs, drones, and RSUs with TA is
done using secure channels. After different authentications
among system entities during the communication phase, the
entities generate communication session keys. A pair of RSUs
and their drone communicate after exchanging keys through
TA. The VHs communication in the same zone is done after
exchanging session keys through the zone drone. The com-
munication between vehicles in different zones is done after
exchanging session keys between drones and RSUs through
TA.

As common in the literature, we assume that parameter
initialization and offline registration at the TA cannot be com-
promised [3], [4], [5]. However, we assume that an attacker
might try to modify the information on already registered
entities stored in TA’s database. For instance, an attacker may
try to delete entries from the TA database or to update entries
on behalf of a victim user via impersonation attack. We also
assume that VHs and drones that are not registered with the
TA can not participate in the V2V communication. Moreover,
registered VHs and drones do not share their credentials
outside the protocol boundaries.

B. Threat Model

In this paper, we adopt both the Dolev-Yao (DY) [22]
and the Canetti-Krawczyk (CK)-adversary models [23]. We
adopt these models because they represent standard models
and capture basic capabilities that an adversary may have.
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Furthermore, they are universally accepted to assess the crypt-
analytic security of authentication protocols. DY assumes that
an adversary controls open-channel messages in wireless net-
works. Therefore, an adversary can delete, inject, eavesdrop,
and modify valid messages transmitted in wireless public
channels. According to this model, it is also possible for the
adversary to steal smart cards (e.g., by physically capturing
the drone) and obtain their confidential information via power
analysis attacks [24], [25]. DY assumes that only one value
can be guessed by an adversary in a polynomial time. This
assumption is in line with the fact that it is anyway not feasible
(computationally) to guess multiple values at once. To further
assess the security of BDIVE, we consider also the CK model,
where the adversary can compromise secret credentials and
session states.

The impact of attacks to IoV is strictly related to road safety.
In fact, an attacker able to inject or modify road management
information may cause crashes among multiple vehicles. This
impacts both the infrastructure and drivers’ safety. Therefore,
it is fundamental to ensure the legitimacy and integrity of the
exchanged information. We assume the following extra adver-
sary capabilities. The adversary can launch ephemeral secret
leakage, anonymity, and untraceability attacks. The adversary
can also launch impersonation, physical system entity capture,
privileged insider, and DoS attacks. These capabilities do not
conflict with our assumed standard modes. Furthermore, some
of these capabilities may be implicitly included in DY and
CK. However, we prefer to explicitly list them [26].Lastly,
we assume that an internal attacker (e.g., a vehicle) may
try to propagate false information to the TA database. This
type of attacker represents a critical point, as it posses valid
cryptographic material and cannot be blocked by means of
access control.

IV. BDIVE: NEW AUTHENTICATION PROTOCOL FOR
DRONE ASSISTED VEHICLE COMMUNICATION

In this section, we present BDIVE, our new scheme for
authenticated key management in drone-assisted V2V com-
munications. Based on the model of Figure 1, BDIVE ef-
fectively overcomes the limitations and security issues of
existing authentication protocols. As common in the related
literature [27], [28], we assume that each network system
entity is synchronized with its device clock.

The design of BDIVE takes into consideration the usability
of the underlying system. This is an important aspect as it
facilities the application of BDIVE in practice. Furthermore,
from a safety point-of-view, it is essential in the IoV that
BDIVE works most of the times. For such motivations, rather
than creating three-party session keys, BDIVE creates two
kinds of two-party session keys: (drone, road side unit) and
(vehicle, road side unit). Hence in case of unavailability of
drones, the two-party (vehicle, road side unit) session keys
can be used as a backup plan to keep the system running.
Hence our protocol maintains high system usability.

The notations that we use to present and analyze BDIVE
are presented in Table I. Section IV-A provides a high-level
overview of the protocol phases.

A. Phases of BDIVE

BDIVE is divided into the following phases.
1) System initialization: the protocol fixes all the parame-

ters of the network system entities.
2) Registration: the TA registers all other parties of the

system.
3) Login and Authentication: The protocol performs two

types of authentications. The first one is AD-RSU au-
thentication, in which the protocol authenticates drones
and roadside units and generates secret session keys nec-
essary for communications among these system entities.
The other type is Vehicle (VH)-AD authentication, in
which the protocol creates secret session keys necessary
for communications among VHs and AD. This involves
performing the necessary authentication steps.

4) V2V communication: the protocol implements V2V
communications exploiting the aforementioned secured
channels.

5) Dynamic vehicle addition: the protocol, via this phase,
allows to seamlessly deploy new vehicles to the system.

6) Blockchain management: this phase takes care of all
necessary blockchain actions including creating blocks
and verifying and inserting them into the Blockchain
(BC).

We describe in detail the protocol phases in the following
sections.

TABLE I: Notation used in this paper.

Notation Meaning
H(·) Collision-resistant one-way cryptographic hash function.
q a prime number.

{q1, q2} A subset of Zq = {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}.
E(q1, q2) A non-singular elliptic curve.

z a zero for E(q1, q2).
b is a base point in E(q1, q2) whose order Ob satisfies

Obb = z.
nv Random secret from Z∗

q for a vehicle v.
pIv An auxiliary ID for v.
pPv An auxiliary password for v.
Cv A credential of v.
pKd Public key for d.
TA Trusted Authority.
r Road Side Unit.

AD Assisting Drone.
CSN Cloud Server Network.

v Vehicle.
d Drone.

ECC Elliptic Curve Cryptography.
PBFT Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance.
KTA The master key of TA.

VANET Vehicular Ad Hoc Network.
OBU On-Board Unit.

DSRC Dedicated Short-RangeCommunication.
BC Blockchain.

B. System Initialization

During initialization, the TA fixes the parameters to use
in the following phases. The TA also publishes some of the
fixed parameters, some of which are related to our use of
Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [21] in BDIVE. The fixed
parameters are as follows.
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1) A “collision-resistant one-way cryptographic hash func-
tion” denoted by H(·).

2) A tuple < q1, q2, z, b, k > such that:
• {q1, q2} ⊆ Zq = {0, 1, . . . , q − 1}, where q is a

prime number.
• 4q31 + 27q22 6= 0(mod q).
• E(q1, q2) : b2 = a3 + q1a + q2(mod q) is a non-

singular elliptic curve over the Galois field GF (q).
• z is a zero for E(q1, q2).
• b ∈ E(q1, q2) is a base point whose order Ob

satisfies Obb = z.
• KTA ∈ Z∗q . This is a secret key for TA.

3) A Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) algo-
rithm. This is needed for the consensus process used
in TA’s blockchain.

Finally, TA publishes to all parties the parameters
H(·), E(q1, q2), and b during the registration time.

C. System Entities Registration

In this phase which is a one-time process, the TA offline
registers all the system entities, i.e., VHs, Assisting Drones
(ADs), RSUs, and Cloud Server Network (CSN). Algorithm 1
shows the registration steps for all entities. We describe all the
involved steps in the following sections.

1) Drone Registration: A drone d registration is achieved
via the following steps. TA fixes a real ID and a random
secret nd ∈ Z∗q in lines 7 and 8 of the algorithm. The
TA also includes the current time stamp Td. Next, the TA
computes a public key pKd as bH(nd ⊕ Id) in line 10.
An auxiliary ID pId is computed as H(Id ‖ KTA ‖ nd)
in line 11. Then TA calculates the drone credentials Cd

in line 12 as H(pId ‖ Td ‖ KTA ‖ nd). Finally in
line 13, TA preloads the drone d with the credentials
(Id, pId, Cd, nd, pKd,H(·), E(q1, q2), b). Moreover, TA pub-
lishes the drone public key pKd.

2) Roadside Unit Registration: TA performs the following
steps to register a RSU r. In line 16, TA fixes a real ID Ir for
r. TA then determines the drone d managing the zone that r
is assigned to. Hence, d is the drone communicating with r.
Then, a random secret nr ∈ Z∗q is fixed in line 18 of the algo-
rithm. The current time stamp is stored in Tr. Next a public
key pKr is calculated as b . H(nr ⊕ Id ⊕ Ir) in line 20.
An auxiliary ID pIr is computed as H(Ir ‖ Id ‖ KTA ‖ nr)
in line 21. Then, TA calculates the credential of r in line 22
as H(pIr ‖ Id ‖ Tr ‖ KTA ‖ nr). Finally in lines 23 and
24, TA preloads the roadside unit with r with the credentials
(Id, pId, Cd, Ir, pIr, Cr, nr, pKr,H(·), E(q1, q2), b). In addi-
tion, TA publishes the public key pKr. It is worth noticing that
r is preloaded with some credentials of its associated drone.

3) Vehicle Registration: TA registers a vehicle v via per-
forming the following steps. In line 27, TA reads from a
vehicle’s smart card a real ID, Iv and a password Pv Then,
a random secret nv ∈ Z∗q is generated in line 28 of the algo-
rithm. Next a public key pKv is calculated as b . H(nv ⊕ Iv)
in line 29. Auxiliary ID and password pIv and pPv are
calculated in lines 30 and 31 as H(Iv ‖ KTA ‖ nv) and
H(Pv ‖ Iv ‖ KTA ‖ nv), respectively. The current time stamp

Algorithm 1 Registration Details

Input: All the system model entities.
Steps:

1: Call TA1(D: system drones);
2: Call TA2(R: system road side units);
3: Call TA3(V: system vehicles);
4: Call TA4((c, Ic) : cloud server);
5: procedure TA1(D: SYSTEM DRONES)
6: for each drone d ∈ D do
7: Fix Id;
8: Pick nd ∈ Z∗q ;
9: Td ← Time Stamp();

10: pKd ← b . H(nd ⊕ Id); (Public key)
11: pId ← H(Id ‖ KTA ‖ nd); (Auxiliary ID)
12: Cd ← H(pId ‖ Td ‖ KTA ‖ nd); (Drone

credentials)
13: d← (Id, pId, Cd, nd, pKd,H(·), E(q1, q2), b)

14: procedure TA2(R: SYSTEM ROAD SIDE UNITS)
15: for each road side unit r ∈ R and a drone d

communicating with r do
16: Fix Ir;
17: Fix the drone d communicating with r;
18: Pick nr ∈ Z∗q ;
19: Tr ← Time Stamp();
20: pKr ← b . H(nr ⊕ Id ⊕ Ir);
21: pIr ← H(Ir ‖ Id ‖ KTA ‖ nr);
22: Cr ← H(pIr ‖ Id ‖ Tr ‖ KTA ‖ nr);
23: r ← (Id, pId, Cd);
24: r ← r + (Ir, pIr, Cr, nr, pKr,H(·), E(q1, q2),

b);

25: procedure TA3(V: SYSTEM VEHICLES)
26: for each vehicle v ∈ V do
27: Read, from v, Iv and Pv;
28: Pick nv ∈ Z∗q ;
29: pKv ← b . H(nv ⊕ Iv);
30: pIv ← H(Iv ‖ KTA ‖ nv);
31: pPv ← H(Pv ‖ Iv ‖ KTA ‖ nv);
32: Tv ← Time Stamp();
33: Cv ← H(pIv ‖ pPv ‖ Tv ‖ KTA ‖ nv);
34: v ← (Iv, pIv,Pv, pPv)
35: v ← v + (Cv, nv, pKv,H(·), E(q1, q2), b)

36: procedure TA4((c, Ic) : CLOUD SERVER)
37: Pick nc ∈ Z∗q ;
38: pKc ← b . H(nc ⊕ Ic);
39: pIc ← H(Ic ‖ KTA ‖ nc);
40: c← (Ic, pIc, nc, pKc,H(·), E(q1, q2), b)

is stored in Tv . Then, TA calculates the credential of v in line
33 as H(pIv ‖ pPv ‖ Tv ‖KTA ‖ nv). TA publishes the public
key pKv . Finally in lines 34 and 35, TA preloads v with the
credentials (Iv, pIv,Pv, pPv, Cv, nv, pKv,H(·), E(q1, q2), b).

4) Cloud Server Registration: TA registers the cloud server
c with ID Ic via performing the following steps. In line 37, TA
generates a random secret nc ∈ Z∗q . Next a public key pKc

is calculated as b . H(nc ⊕ Ic) in line 38. An auxiliary
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ID pIc is calculated in lines 39 as H(Ic ‖ KTA ‖ nc).
Finally, in lines 40 TA preloads c with the credentials
(Ic, pIc, nc, pKc,H(·), E(q1, q2), b) and publishes pKc.

D. Login and Authentication

Before different system entities can communicate with one
another, they must log in and authenticate. Upon successful
login and authentication operations, they can establish secure
mutual communications. Two types of authentications can take
place in this phase. We provide the details on these types in
the following sections.

1) AD-RSU authentication: The performers of this authen-
tication type are the AD d and roadside unit r. We present
the authentication details in Algorithms 2 and 3. This process
involves generating secret session keys necessary for commu-
nications among these system entities. It is worth noticing that
the TA is not involved in the process.

The AD starts this authentication process. This is done in
the first step of Algorithm 2 which calls the method AD1()
that is executed by the drone d. The logic of AD1() is as
follows. Lines 6 and 7 generate a random secret n2

d ∈ Z∗q and
read the current time stamp into T 2

d , respectively. In Line 8,
the drone utilizes the generated parameters so far to create M1

as b . H(Id ‖ Cd ‖ n2
d ‖ T 2

d ). The M2 is built on M1 via the
calculation b . H(M1 ⊕ (pId ‖ Cd ‖ n2

d ‖ T 2
d )). Then,

the credential S1 is calculated via H(Id ‖ Cd ‖ n2
d ‖ T 2

d ) +
H(M1 ⊕ (pId ‖ Cd ‖ n2

d ‖ T 2
d )) + H(nd ⊕ Id)(mod q).

Finally, the method AD1() sends to r via a public channel the
message (Id,M1,M2, S1, n

2
d, T

2
d ).

In response to the message from d, r executes RSU1. The
entity r gets the current time stamp into T 2

r in Line 14.
Then, in Line 15, r checks the validity of the received time
stamp using the condition |T 2

r −T 2
d | ≤ ∆T , where ∆T is the

allowed transmission delay. Only if the time stamp is valid, r
checks the validity of the received message via the condition
b . S1 == M1 + M2 + pKd(mod q). If the message is not
valid, then the algorithm terminates. Otherwise, r executes the
following calculations. In Line 17, r generates a random secret
n2
r ∈ Z∗q . Then r extracts a part (H(Id ‖ Cd ‖ n2

d ‖ T 2
d ))

of the received message M1 and name it M4. Then three
message entities M5, M6, and M7 are calculated to be used
to create the session key as b . H(pId ‖ n2

r ‖ pIr ‖ T 2
r ).,

M1 ⊕ H(pIr ‖ pId ‖ Cd ‖ n2
r ‖ T 2

r ), and
M2 ⊕ H(pIr ‖ pId ‖ S1 ‖ Cr ‖ n2

r ‖ T 2
d )

in Lines 19, 20, and 21, respectively. In Line 22, r
creates its version of the session key SKR→D using
H((M5 ⊕ M7) ‖ H(pIr ‖ pId ‖ Cd ‖ n2

r ‖ T 2
r )).

The parameters needed to recreate the session key are
wrapped in S2 as H(pId ‖ n2

r ‖ pIr ‖ T 2
r ) +

H(pIr ‖ pId ‖ S1 ‖ Cr ‖ n2
r ‖ T 2

d ) + H(nr ⊕
Id ⊕ Ir)(mod q). Finally, r sends the message
(pIr, T 2

r ,M5,M6,M7, S2) to the drone d on a public channel.
Upon receiving the message from r, d executes AD2() of

Algorithm 3. The entity d gets the current time stamp into
T 3
d in Line 2. Then, it checks the validity of the received

time stamp in Line 3 via the condition |T 3
d − T 2

r | ≤ ∆T .
If the time stamp is valid, d moves on and checks the

Algorithm 2 (Drone, Roadside Unit) Key
Agreement

Input: A drone d and a road side unit r.
Steps:

1: Id,M1,M2, S1, n
2
d, T

2
d ← AD1();

2: pIr, T 2
r ,M5,M7,M8, S2 ← RSU1(Id,M1,M2, S1,

n2
d, T

2
d );

3: T 3
d , SKVR→DR ← AD2(pIr, T 2

r ,M5,M6,M7, S2);
4: Call RSU2(T 3

d , SKVR→DR);
5: procedure AD1()
6: Pick n2

d ∈ Z∗q ;
7: T 2

d ← Time Stamp();
8: M1 ← b . H(Id ‖ Cd ‖ n2

d ‖ T 2
d ); (Message

creation)
9: M2 ← b . H(M1 ⊕ (pId ‖ Cd ‖ n2

d ‖ T 2
d ));

10: S1 ← H(Id ‖ Cd ‖ n2
d ‖ T 2

d ) + H(M1 ⊕
(pId ‖ Cd ‖ n2

d ‖ T 2
d )) + H(nd ⊕ Id)(mod q);

(Signature creation)
11: M3 ← (Id,M1,M2, S1, T

2
d );

12: Send the message M3, on a public channel, to
RSU1() ;

13: procedure RSU1(Id,M1,M2, S1, n
2
d, T

2
d )

14: T 2
r ← Time Stamp();

15: if |T 2
r − T 2

d | ≤ ∆T then
16: if b . S1 == M1 + M2 + pKd(mod q) then
17: Pick n2

r ∈ Z∗q ;
18: M4 ← H(Id ‖ Cd ‖ n2

d ‖ T 2
d ) =

M1/q(mod q);
19: M5 ← b . H(pId ‖ n2

r ‖ pIr ‖ T 2
r );

20: M6 ←M1 ⊕ H(pIr ‖ pId ‖ Cd ‖ n2
r

‖ T 2
r ); (Message creation)

21: M7 ←M2 ⊕ H(pIr ‖ pId ‖ S1 ‖ Cr ‖ n2
r

‖ T 2
d );

22: SKR→D ← H((M5 ⊕ M7) ‖ H(pIr ‖
pId ‖ Cd ‖ n2

r ‖ T 2
r )); (Session key creation)

23: S2 ← H(pId ‖ n2
r ‖ pIr ‖ T 2

r ) +
H(pIr ‖ pId ‖ S1 ‖ Cr ‖ n2

r ‖ T 2
d ) + H(nr ⊕

Id ⊕ Ir)(mod q);
24: M8 ← (pIr, T 2

r ,M5,M6,M7, S2);
25: Send the message M8, on a public channel,

to AD2();
26: else
27: Reject and report security threat;
28: else
29: Reject and report security threat;

validity of the received message, in Line 4, via the condition
b . S2 == M5+b . (M2 ⊕ M7)+pKr(mod q). If the message
is valid the algorithm executes the following calculations,
otherwise it terminates. In Line 5, d extracts the value M9

from the received message M6 using its stored parameter
M1. In Line 6, d uses M9 to create the drone version of the
session key SKD→R as H((M6 ⊕ M7) ‖ M9). This key is
then wrapped in Line 7 as SKVD→R using the calculations
H(T 3

d ‖ SKD→R). Finally, in Line 9, d sends back to r the
message (T 3

d , SKVD→R) via a public channel. In response to
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Algorithm 3 Procedures necessary for
Algorithm 2

1: procedure AD2(pIr, T 2
r ,M5,M6,M7, S2)

2: T 3
d ← Time Stamp();

3: if |T 3
d − T 2

r | ≤ ∆T then
4: if b . S2 == M5 + b . (M2 ⊕ M7) +

pKr(mod q) then
5: M9 ←M1 ⊕ M6;
6: SKD→R ← H((M6 ⊕ M7) ‖ M9);

(Session key creation)
7: SKVD→R ← H(T 3

d ‖ SKD→R);
8: M10 ← (T 3

d , SKVD→R);
9: Send the message M10, on a public channel,

to RSU2();
10: else
11: Reject and report security threat;
12: else
13: Reject and report security threat;
14: procedure RSU2(T 3

d , SKVR→DR)
15: T 3

r ← Time Stamp();
16: if |T 3

r − T 3
d | ≤ ∆T then

17: SKVR→D ← H(T 3
d ‖ SKR→D);

18: if SKVR→D == SKVD→R then
19: Start a session with the key SKR→D;
20: else
21: Reject and report security threat;
22: else
23: Reject and report security threat;

the message from d, r executes RSU2(). The entity r gets
the current time stamp into T 3

r in Line 15. Then in Line 16,
r checks the validity of the received time stamp using the
condition |T 3

r − T 3
d | ≤ ∆T . In case the time stamp is valid,

r wraps its already created session key in the received time
stamp to get SKVR→D using H(T 3

d ‖ SKR→D), in Line
17. Then, r checks in Line 18 if identical wrapped keys are
obtained via the condition SKVR→D == SKVD→R. If so, a
new session is successfully started with the key SKR→D.

2) VH-AD authentication: This authentication creates se-
cret session keys necessary for communications between a
vehicle v and an AD d. The authentication details are presented
in Algorithms 4 and 5. The vehicle initiates the authentication
process as shown in the first step of Algorithm 4 which calls
the method V H1(). The method V H1() sends the message
(pIv,M11,M12, S3, T

2
v ) to d via a public channel. To react

to the message from v, d executes AD3. Then d sends the
message (pId, T 4

d ,M15, S4, pKd) to the drone v on a public
channel.

Upon receiving the message from d, v executes V H2() of
Algorithm 5. Then, in Line 8, v sends back to d the message
(M17, T

3
v ), on a public channel. In response to the message

from v, d executes AD4().

Algorithm 4 (Vehicle, Drone) Key Agreement

Input: A vehicle v and a drone d.
Steps:

1: pIv,M11,M12, S3, T
2
v ← V H1();

2: pId, T 4
d ,M15, S4, pKd ← AD3(pIv,M11,M12, S3,

T 2
v );

3: M16T
3
v ← V H2(pId, T 4

d ,M15, S4, pKd);
4: Call AD4(M16T

3
v );

5: procedure V H1()
6: Pick n2

v ∈ Z∗q ;
7: T 2

v ← Time Stamp();
8: M11 ← H(pIv ‖ n2

v ‖ pKv ‖ T 2
v ); (Message

creation)
9: M12 ← b . H(M11 ⊕ (Cv ‖ pKv));

10: S3 ← H(M11 ⊕ (Cv ‖ pKv)) + H(pKv ⊕
(pIv ‖ pKv ‖ T 2

v ))+H(nv ⊕ Iv)(mod q); (Signature
creation)

11: M13 ← (pIv,M11,M12, S3, T
2
v );

12: Send the message M13, on a public channel, to
AD3() ;

13: procedure AD3(pIv,M11,M12, S3, T
2
v )

14: T 4
d ← Time Stamp();

15: if |T 4
d − T 2

v | ≤ ∆T then
16: if b . S3 == M12+b . (H(pKv⊕ (pIv ‖ pKv

‖ T 2
v ))) + pKv(mod q) then

17: Pick n3
d ∈ Z∗q ;

18: M14 ← H(pId ‖ Cd ‖ n3
d ‖ pKd‖ T 4

d );
19: M15 ← b . H(M14 ⊕ pKd);
20: SKD→V ← H(M14 ⊕ pKd) . M12;

(Session key creation)
21: S4 ← H(M14 ⊕ pKd) + H(pIv ‖ pId
‖ pKd ‖ SKD→V ‖ T 4

d ) + H(nd ⊕ Id)(mod q);
22: M16 ← (pId, T 4

d ,M15, S4, pKd);
23: Send the message M16, on a public channel,

to V H2();
24: else
25: Reject and report security threat;
26: else
27: Reject and report security threat;

E. V2V communication

We consider the two possible scenarios for V2V communi-
cation: the first one treats V2V communication for vehicles in
the same geographical zone, and the second one treats V2V
communication for vehicles in different geographical zones.
In these scenarios, we employ the established session keys,
drones, and roadside units. The security of the communication
is guaranteed by involving session keys of more than one party
in the communication process. Therefore, having an adversary
vehicle does not jeopardize the communication’s security.

For vehicles in the same geographical zone, the communica-
tion is achieved as follows. Let us denote the region’s AD and
two vehicles in the region as Dr, V1, and V2, respectively. Sup-
pose also that session keys SKey1 and SKey2 are the ones
established between Dr and V1 and V2, respectively. When V1
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Algorithm 5 Procedures necessary for
Algorithm 4

Input: A vehicle v and a drone d.
Steps:

1: procedure V H2(pId, T 4
d ,M15, S4, pKd)

2: T 3
v ← Time Stamp();

3: if |T 3
d − T 2

r | ≤ ∆T then
4: SKV→D ←M15 . M11;
5: if b . S4 == M15 + b . H(pIv ‖ pId ‖ pKd

‖ SKV→D) + pKd(mod q) then
6: M17 ← H(SKV→D ‖ T 3

v );
7: M18 ← (M17, T

3
v );

8: Send the message M18, on a public channel,
to AD4();

9: else
10: Reject and report security threat;
11: else
12: Reject and report security threat;
13: procedure AD4(M17T

3
v )

14: T 5
d ← Time Stamp();

15: if |T 5
d − T 3

v | ≤ ∆T then
16: M19 ← H(SKD→V ‖ T 3

v );
17: if M19 == M17 then
18: Start a session with the key SKD→V ;
19: else
20: Reject and report security threat;
21: else
22: Reject and report security threat;

requests communication with V2, Dr encrypts SKey1 with
SKey2 and sends the result to V2. Hence, V2 becomes able
to securely communicating with V1 via its session key.

For vehicles in different geographical zones, secure commu-
nication is achieved as follows. Suppose that vehicles V1 and
V2 are in zones Z1 and Z2, respectively. Suppose that R1 and
R2 are two roadside units managing Z1 and Z2, respectively.
Suppose that D1 and D2 are the two managing drones of Z1

and Z2, respectively. When V1 requests communication with
V2, the drones D1 and D2 exchange the session keys that
they established with R1 and R2, respectively. The exchange is
done via R1 and R2. This results in creating a communication
network. Afterward, the vehicles encrypt their session keys
using the session key between D1 and D2. Finally, the vehicles
exchange the encrypted keys. It is worth noting that the zones
Z1 and Z2 have other roadside units, R′1 and R′2. These units
can be realized as backup units for R1 and R2, and hence can
provide a backup connection plan for vehicle communications
in zones Z1 and Z2.

F. Dynamic Vehicle Addition

The steps executed by TA for deploying a new vehicle vnew

to a running system is similar to that of registering a new
vehicle. TA starts by reading from the smart card of vnew an
ID, Ivnew

, and a password Pvnew

and continues by generating
a random secret nvnew ∈ Z∗q which is used to calculate the

key pKvnew

as bH(nvnew ⊕ Ivnew

), an auxiliary ID pIvnew

,
and a password pPvnew

, as H(Ivnew ‖ KTA ‖ nvnew

) and
H(Pvnew ‖ Ivnew ‖ KTA ‖ nvnew

), respectively. Then TA
continues as in the registration phase.

G. Blockchain Management

Blockchain technology allows for the creation of a list of
records over a secure decentralized network. Thanks to this
technology, the TA can create a list of records of the key-
establishment phases to improve the security of the overall
network. Furthermore, as the information is decentralized, it
removes the possibility of an attacker being able to corrupt
or compromise the TA, as each transaction must be approved
by a decentralized network. The only entity able to access the
blockchain is the TA. We hence notice that a feasible alter-
native would be the implementation of a distributed database
not relying on blockchain technology. However, blockchain is
more suitable to our problem. Indeed, distributed databases do
not generally implement solutions against Byzantine attacks
and mostly focus on failures of nodes [29]. This may not be
sufficient in a scenario where a malicious user injects false in-
formation, and may lead to successful false data injection. Fur-
thermore, recording data in terms of transaction and securing
them via cryptographic proof provides both security against
manipulation, and traceability. Lastly, distributed databases
generally rely on a central machine to take decisions on the
system behavior [29]. This is different from a decentralized
system, where each node independently acts based on local
information. This removes the vulnerability related to a single
point of failure.

The login and authentication phases of BDIVE allow for the
creation of special key tracking transactions, that we denote as
KT transactions. In this section, we give a precise definition of
KT and illustrate how to utilize the blockchain technology to
store these transactions in a Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Cloud Server
(CS) network.

During the Login and Authentication phases illustrated
above, different system entities establish session keys. This
allows for mutual authentications among system entities using
stored credentials and certificates and has to be completed
before exchanging real-time sensitive data. Our proposed pro-
tocol, BDIVE, defines the following types of KT transactions
issued by RSUs and drones.

1) T C
S1: this transaction contains meta-data related to the

creation of a session key between an AD and a RSU.
This includes the IDs of the involved system entities,
timestamp of key creation, and can be complemented
by other relevant information.

2) T U
S1: this transaction records meta-data related to a use

case of the already established session keys among ADs
and RSUs.

3) T F
S1: this transaction contains meta-data related to a

failed creation of a session key between an AD and a
RSU.

4) T C
S2: this transaction is similar to T C

S1, except that
it focuses on session creation between an AD and a
vehicle.
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5) T U
S2: this transaction is similar to T U

S1, except that
it focuses on session creation between an AD and a
vehicle.

6) T F
S2: this transaction is similar to T F

S1, except that
it focuses on session creation between an AD and a
vehicle.

Suppose that an adversary A deploys a malicious vehicle or
AD to the system. Suppose also that the malicious deployed
entity (drone/vehicle) manages to create a valid session key
or to get an already created one from another authorized
entity. Then, thanks to the blockchain, all the activities of the
malicious entity will be recorded using our KT transactions.
Consequently, the TA can discover malicious activities by
inspecting the KT transactions.

TABLE II: Block structure.

Block Header Block Payload
IT Encrypted KT transactions list

Timestamp Block hash
Previous block hash Signature on Block hash

Merkle tree root Commit message pool
Previous public key

The KT transactions related to system entities of different
geographical areas shall be confidential and private. Therefore,
it makes sense to insert these transactions into a private
blockchain managed by the P2P CS network. It is worth noting
that vehicles, RSUs, and drones have limited computational
resources. Therefore, it is convenient to delegate the task of
creating the blockchain transactions to the TA. Therefore,
we suppose that TA collects information constituting KT
transactions from different system entities and then builds the
transactions and necessary calculations which include:

1) IT : a transaction ID.
2) LE : a list of IDs of system entities contributed to the

information.
3) ET : an encryption form of the transaction using the

public key of TA.
4) HT : a hash of the transaction.
5) EA: an elliptic curve digital signature algorithm that uses

the private key TA on the transaction.
We recall that each transaction follows one of the KT trans-
action types. The TA sends the established transactions to a
P2P CS network. This involves selecting a leader in the P2P
cloud server using a leader selection algorithm [7]. Hence, for
the received transactions, a cloud server begins a transaction
pool. When the number of elements in the pool reaches a
certain threshold, a new block is formed, following the block
structure of Table II. The final step is to add the new block
to the blockchain: a consensus algorithm is needed for block
verification as part of the block addition process (done by CS
to the already existing blockchain). For BDIVE, we apply the
PBFT consensus algorithm [27]. We describe this process in
detail in Algorithm 6.

We assume that the consensus algorithm is a voting dis-
tributed algorithm that is executed on distributed nodes of
cloud servers. We also assume that the algorithm utilizes
an incentive technique to increase the algorithm’s scalability.

Hence, in response to a valid vote reply, a participant cloud
server gets an incentive that is augmented with every valid
vote reply. Using the incentive values a subset of nodes can
be selected for executing the PBFT consensus algorithm.

Algorithm 6 Block Verification and
Addition Consensus

Input: A list Lt of KT transactions, a list Lc of nc cloud
servers of P2P nodes contributing to the process, and a
blockchain, B.

Steps:
1: p← 3∗N

4 ;
2: validVote← 0;
3: if |Lt| ≥ threshold then
4: lcs← FixLeader(Lc);
5: bl← BlockCreation(Lt);
6: if BlockVerification(lcs, bl) then
7: for each c ∈ Lc do
8: if BlockVerification(c, bl) then
9: Send(valid-vote);

10: validVote← validVote + 1;

11: if validVote ≥ p then
12: AddBlock(B, bl);
13: Broadcast a commitment message;

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we analyze the security of our proposed
protocol BDIVE in terms of potential threats. In particular,
we prove in Section V-A the validity of mutual authentication
in BDIVE using Burrow–Abadi–Needham (BAN) Logic [30]).
We then prove in Section V-B the security resilience of BDIVE
against several attacks.

A. Formal security analysis via BAN logic

In this section, we develop a logic for formal authentication
of BDIVE. The logic relies on the well-established formal
authentication logic, i.e., BAN logic [30] which is a group of
inference rules to analyze and check the validity of information
communicated over networks. In particular, the BAN logic
allows us to assess whether the network is resilient towards
alteration and sniffing of the exchanged information. The logic
typically aims at proving certain authentication goals using
assumptions, rules, and postulates. For BDIVE the BAN logic
ensures that the different system entities share relevant session
keys.

Our formalization uses the following notation.
1) E,E1, E2: system entities; S, S1, S2: statements; K:

encryption key.
2) E ` S: E believes S.
3) E � S: E received S.
4) E � S: E sent S.
5) E ∝ S: E controls S.
6) F(S): S is fresh.
7) E1 ↔k E2 : E1 and E2 share K to communicate.
8) E < K: E has public key K.
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9) E < K−1: E has private key K.
10) E1 < S > E2: S is a secret shared only between E1

and E2.
11) {S}K : S is encrypted with K.
12) (S)K : S is hashed with K.
13) S1.S2: S1 is combined with S2.
14) (S1, S2): message composed of messages S1 and S2.
15) SKE1→E2 : Session key shared between system entities

E1 and E2.
Our logic relies on the following BAN inference rules.
1) Message semantics (MS):

E1 ` E1 ↔k E2 E1 � {S}K
E1 ` E2 � S

;

This rule reads as follows: if E1 believes that it shares
with E2 a key K and it received message S encrypted
with K, then E1 believes that E2 sent S.

2) Nonce freshness (NF):
E1 ` F(S) E1 ` E2 � S

E1 ` E2 ` S
;

This rule reads as follows: if E1 believes that E2 sent a
fresh message S, then E1 believes that E2 believes S.

3) Message control (MC):
E1 ` E2 ∝ S E1 ` E2 ` S

E1 ` S
;

This rule reads as follows: if E1 believes that E2

controls and believes S, then E1 believes S.

4) Message freshness (MF):
E ` F(S1)

E ` F(S1, S2)
;

This rule reads as follows: if E believes that S1 is a
fresh message, then E believes also that any message
composed of S1 and any other message S2 is fresh too.

5) Belief (B):
E ` S1 E ` S2

E ` (S1, S2)
;

This rule reads as follows: if E believes the messages
S1 and S2, then E believes also any message that is
composed of S1 and S2.

6) Session key (SK):
E1 ` F(S) E1 ` E2 ` S

E1 ` E1 ↔k E2

;

This rule reads as follows: if E1 believes that E2

believes a fresh message S, then E1 believes that it
shares a communication key K with E2.

As per Algorithms 2, 3, 4, and 5, the goals that we would
like to prove for BDIVE are the following.
• Goal 1: d ` d ↔SKD→R r; Goal 2: d ` r `

d↔SKD→R r;
• Goal 3: r ` r ↔SKD→R d; Goal 4: r ` d `

r ↔SKD→R d;
• Goal 5: v ` v ↔SKV →D d; Goal 6: v ` d `

v ↔SKV →D d;
• Goal 7: d ` d ↔SKV →D v; Goal 8: d ` v `

d↔SKV →D v;

We make the following assumptions about the initial states
of BDIVE.
A1: F(n2

d); A2: F(T 2
d ); A3: F(T 2

r ); A4:F(n2
r);

A5: F(T 3
d ); A6: F(n2

v); A7: F(T 2
v ); A8:F(n3

d);
A9: F(T 4

d ); A10: F(T 3
v ); A11: d ` d↔H(nd⊕Id) r;

A12: r ` d ∝ n2
d; A13 : d ` r ∝ n2

r;

We idealize the communicated messages among system
entities as follows.

• M3 : {Id,M1,M2, S1, T
2
d : {n2

d}H(nd⊕Id)};
• M8 : {pIr, T 2

r ,M5,M6,M7, S2 : {n2
r}H(nd⊕Id)};

• M13 : {pIv,M11,M12, S3, T
2
v : {n2

v}H(nd⊕Id)};
• M16 : {pId, T 4

r ,M15, S4, pKd : {n3
d}H(nd⊕Id)};

Idealizing M10 and M18 is not needed in the model proofs.
This is because they are final messages (with session keys)
and their content is not used to build further messages.

1) Proofs: The idea of the prove is to move gradually
from assumptions to the requirements using the BAN inference
rules. The proof of the goals 1− 4 stated above is as follows.

P1 By M3, r � {Id,M1,M2, S1, T
2
d : {n2

d}H(nd⊕Id)}.
The is so as r received this message.

P2 From MS rule, P1, and A11, we have: r ` d� n2
d; The

is so as r and d share a key that was used to encrypt
M3.

P3 From NF rule, P2, and A1, we have: r ` d ` n2
d;

P4 From MC rule, P3, and A12, we have: r ` n2
d;

P5 From SK rule, P3, and A1, we have: d ` d↔SKD→R r.
This proves Goal 1.

P6 From NF rule, P5, and A1, we have: d ` r `
d↔SKD→R r. This proves Goal 2.

P7 By M8, d � {pIr, T 2
r ,M5,M6,M7, S2 :

{n2
r}H(nd⊕Id)}.

P8 From MS rule, P7, and A11, we have: d ` r � n2
r;

P9 From NF rule, P8, and A4, we have: d ` r ` n2
r;

P10 From MC rule, P9, and A13, we have: d ` n2
r;

P11 From SK rule, P9, and A4, we have: r ` r ↔SKD→R d.
This proves Goal 3.

P12 From NF rule, P11, and A4, we have: r ` d `
r ↔SKD→R d. This proves Goal 4.

Similar reasoning proves the remaining goals.

B. Attacks Resilience

In this section, we show that our proposed protocol BDIVE
is resilient to many popular attacks in IoV systems.

Theorem 1. BDIVE is secure against Replay attack and man-
in-the-middle attacks; and ESL (Ephemeral Secret Leakage)
Attacks.

Proof. 1) Suppose that an adversary, A obtains messages
M3,M8, and M10 during the drone-RSU authentication,
and M13,M16, and M18 during the vehicle-drone au-
thentication phase. It is worth noting that timestamps
and/or random secrets are included in these messages.
Moreover, the timestamps are checked upon message
reception. The failure of a timestamp check leads to
message discarding. Hence it is not possible for A to
replay previous messages. Therefore BDIVE is secure
against replay attacks. Now we assume that A tampers
the content of messages and resents them to legitimate
entities. BDIVE uses four signatures, S1, S2, S3, and S4

based on n2
d, n

2
r, n

2
v, n

3
d, respectively, which are private

credentials to different system entities. Therefore tam-
pered signatures can be instantly recognized by BDIVE
at reception via signature verification. Hence BDIVE is
secure against man-in-the-middle attacks.
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2) In the drone-RSU authentication phase, a RSU, r, gen-
erates a shared session key with one of its corresponding
drone, d. The key is calculated as SKR→D = H((M5 ⊕
M7) ‖ H(pIr ‖ pId ‖ Cd ‖ n2

r ‖ T 2
r )), where

M7 = M2 ⊕ H(pIr ‖ pId ‖ S1 ‖ Cr ‖ n2
r ‖ T 2

d )
and M5 = b . H(pId ‖ n2

r ‖ pIr ‖ T 2
r ). The drone,

d, also generates the shared session key as SKD→R =
H((M6 ⊕ M7) ‖ M9), where M9 = M1 ⊕ M6 and
M6 = M1 ⊕ H(pIr ‖ pId ‖ Cd ‖ n2

r ‖ T 2
r ).

The session key calculation relies on temporal secrets
(n2

r, T
2
r , and T 2

d ) and permanent secrets (pIr, pId, and
Cd). In the vehicle-drone authentication phase, a drone
d generates a shared session key with a vehicle, v. The
key is calculated as SKD→V = H(M14 ⊕ pKd) . M12,
where M12 = b . H(M11 ⊕ (Cv ‖ pKv)) and
M14 = H(pId ‖ Cd ‖ n3

d ‖ pKd‖ T 4
d ). The vehicle

v generates the shared session key as SKV→D =
M15 . M11, where M15 = b . H(M14 ⊕ pKd) and
M11 = H(pIv ‖ n2

v ‖ pKv ‖ T 2
v ). The session key

calculation relies on temporal secrets (n2
v, T

2
v , and T 4

d )
and permanent secrets (pId, pIv, and Cd). There are two
possible scenarios for consideration here concerning the
the adversary:
• The adversary compromise only the temporal se-

crets (n2
r, T

2
r , n

2
v, T

2
v , T

4
d , and T 2

d ). In this, the adver-
sary can not move on and compromise the session
keys without compromising the permanent secrets
(pIr, pId, pIv, and Cd).

• The adversary compromise only the permanent se-
crets (pIr, pId, pIv, and Cd). In this, the adver-
sary can not move on and compromise the session
keys without compromising the temporal secrets
(n2

r, T
2
r , n

2
v, T

2
v , T

4
d , and T 2

d ).
Hence according to assumptions of the CK-adversary
model, BDIVE is secure against ESL attacks.

Theorem 2. BDIVE is resilient against privileged insider,
physical system entity capture, impersonation, DoS (Denial-
of-Service), anonymity, and untraceability attacks.

Proof. 1) The TA registers drones, roadside units,
vehicles, and cloud servers. This involves calculating
and equipping these parties with their secret
credentials. Therefore, no secrets are sent over a
public channel. Hence, a privileged insider can
not gain knowledge of secret credentials and
hence BDIVE is secure against privileged insider
attacks. Suppose now that an adversary A captures
a system entity such as a vehicle. Suppose also A
extracts the vehicle credentials by applying power
analysis techniques [25]. As a result, the credentials
(Iv, pIv,Pv, pPv, Cv, nv, pKv,H(·), E(q1, q2), b) can
be exposures. However, leaking these credentials does
not threaten the security of the vehicle’s communication
with other secure system parties. This is so as the leaked
credentials are unique to the compromised vehicle.
Similarly, secure system entities can communicate

securely with other secure parties although A knows
the vehicle credentials. Therefore, BDIVE is resilient
against physical system entity capture attacks.

2) Suppose that an adversary, A obtains communicated
messages M3,M8, and M10 drone-RSU authentication,
and M13,M16, and M18 during vehicle-drone authen-
tication phase. We discuss the following impersonation
cases.
• Suppose A tries to attack the drone via im-

personating the RSU and fabricating M8 =
(pIr, T 2

r ,M5,M6,M7, S2). This requires A to gen-
erate M6 = M1 ⊕ H(pIr ‖ pId ‖ Cd ‖ n2

r ‖ T 2
r ).

However M6 calculations require the timestamp T 2
r ,

random secret n2
r, and permanent pIr, pId, and

Cd. Therefore,BDIVE is secure RSU impersonation
attacks.

• Suppose A tries to attack the vehicle via im-
personating the drone and fabricating M16 =
(pId, T 4

d ,M15, S4, pKd). This requires A to gen-
erate M15 = b . H(M14 ⊕ pKd) which
in turn requires calculating M14 = M14 ←
H(pId ‖ Cd ‖ n3

d ‖ pKd‖ T 4
d ). However M14

calculations require the time timestamp T 4
d , ran-

dom secret n3
d, and permanent pId and Cd. There-

fore,BDIVE is secure against drone impersonation
attacks.

All in all, BDIVEis resilient against all types of imper-
sonation attacks.

3) It is possible to detect many messages from an adversary
A The usage is due to the insertion of current timestamps
of these messages. Hence the adversary can not abuse
the resources of system entities because these resources
are mainly consumed by lightweight cryptographic like
ECC and hash computations. Therefore BDIVE is secure
against DoS attacks. Recall that communicated messages
are M3,M8, and M10 in drone-RSU authentication, and
M13,M16, and M18 during vehicle-drone authentication
phase. These messages rely on temporal secrets auxiliary
identities, not real ones, of system entities. Furthermore,
the messages are made unique via the used random
secrets. Therefore A can not recognize or trace parties
communicating in successive sessions. Hence BDIVE
maintains anonymity and untraceability features and
resists their attacks.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we assess the performance of BDIVE via
extensive experiments and compare BDIVE to related state-
of-the-art protocols [4], [31], [3], [32]. We perform the exper-
iments on a Dell (Vostro) Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-3612 QM CPU
@ 2.10 GHz, 8.00 GB RAM on Windows 10 (64-bits) OS.
We make the result files obtained via the different simulations
tools used to evaluate BDIVE available in a repository1 .

Considering both active and passive attacker models, we
utilized AVISPA [33] to formally prove the resilience of

1https://github.com/maelzawawy/BDIVE
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BDIVE against man-in-the-middle and replay attacks. This is
presented in Section VI-A. Moreover, we compared BDIVE
against state-of-the-art protocols based on different perfor-
mance metrics critical in the IoV context. These metrics in-
clude communication cost, energy consumption, computation
costs, and security and functionality features. The comparison
results prove the better performance of BDIVE compared to
the related protocols. These are presented in Section VI-B.
To prove its practicality, we also implement BDIVE using
the well-known tool for networking simulation, Omnetpp2

with its Castalia3 simulator. The details of the Omnetpp
implementation are presented in Section VI-C.

A. FORMAL SECURITY VERIFICATION

One of the common tools for simulating and checking the
safety of security protocols is AVISPA [33]. AVISPA relies
on High-Level Protocol Specification Language (HLPSL) and
evaluates a protocol as inconclusive, safe, or unsafe. HLPSL
is based on temporal logic and its code is built on roles for
state transition. Moreover, each HLPSL program has session
and environment roles. AVISPA considers the DY threat model
[22]. Therefore, AVISPA checks protocols against man-in-the-
middle and replay attacks. This includes active and passive
adversary communication.

AVISPA offers four different backends: SAT-based Model
Checker (SATMC), On The Fly Model Checker (OFMC),
Constraint Logic-based Attack Searcher (CL-AtSe), and Tree
Automate based on Automatic Approximations for the Analy-
sis of Security Protocols (TA4SP). We develop the registration
and authentication phases of BDIVE in AVISPA using a role
in the code for each system entity. Afterward, we completed
the code simulation using SPAN4 (Security Protocol ANimator
for AVISPA). As the bitwise XOR operation is not included in
SATMC and TA4SP backends, we completed our simulation
using OFMC and CL-AtSe backends. Figure 2 shows the sim-
ulation results which confirm the safety of BDIVE against both
men-in-the-middle and replay attacks. The files of simulation
results are available in a repository5.

B. Functionality Features and Costs Comparison

In this section, we compare our proposed protocol against
existing state-of-the-art IoV and VANET authentication proto-
cols [4], [31], [3], [32]. The comparison considers computa-
tional and communication costs and security features, includ-
ing guessing, man-in-the-middle, replay, privileged-insider,
ESL, traceability, and anonymity attacks. Table III shows that
existing protocols neither support drone assistance nor satisfy-
basic security requirements. On the other hand, BDIVE fills
these gaps providing a secure solution for today’s and future
IoV networks. Attributes 3 and 4 of the table are illustrated in
Section IV-E.

Following the state-of-the-art protocols, we consider the size
of the hash output (SHA-256 hashing), the random nonce, the

2https://omnetpp.org/
3https://github.com/boulis/Castalia
4http://www.avispa-project.org/
5https://github.com/maelzawawy/BDIVE

Fig. 2: Results of Simulating BDIVE in AVISPA.

TABLE III: Comparing functionality characteristics of BDIVE
against the state-of-the art protocols.

# Functionality Attribute [4] [31] [3] [32] BDIVE
1 Supporting drone assis-

tance.
× × × × X

2 Supporting Blockchain
usage.

× × × × X

3 Providing backup connec-
tion plan for vehicle com-
munication.

× × × × X

4 Providing backup entities
for roadside units.

× × × × X

5 Traceability and
anonymity.

× × X X X

6 Resilience to privilege-
insider and ESL attacks.

× × × X X

7 Resilient to replay and
guessing attacks.

X X X X X

8 Resilient man-in-the-
middle attacks.

X × X X X

The symbol X (×) denotes that the corresponding protocol
supports (does not support) the corresponding attribute.

TABLE IV: Comparing computational cost of BDIVE against
the state-of-the art protocols per session key.

Participant [4] [31] [32] BDIVE
Vehicle 9× th 7× th 9× th 7× th
TA 0× th 9× th 11× th 0× th
Roadside unit 11× th 4× th 5× th 10× th
Comparable Total
[ms]

20× th 20× th 25× th 17× th

≈ 3.64 ≈ 3.64 ≈ 4.55 ≈ 3.094
Drone − − − ≤ 8× th

The symbol − denotes that the corresponding protocol does not
support the corresponding participant.

timestamp, and the identity as 256, 160, 32, and 160 bits,
respectively. According to Table V, BDIVE consumes a com-
munication cost of 2560 bits for communicating three mes-
sages, whereas the related protocols we compare to, Chuang
et al. [4], Mohit et al. [31], and Lee et al. [32], consumes
2304 bits (three messages), 2528 bits (four messages), and
2592 bits (four messages), respectively. This proves that the
communication costs of BDIVE are comparable to the related
state-of-the-art protocols.

To compute the computation costs, we consider the login
and authentication phases. We rely on the execution times
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TABLE V: Comparing communication cost of BDIVE against
the state-of-the art protocols per session key.

# Parameter [4] [31] [32] BDIVE
1 No. of messages 3 4 4 3
2 No. of bits 2304 2528 2592 2560

reported in [32] for one-way hash map H(·), considering the
SHA-256. The time is denoted by th. This time, for a vehicle,
is 0.309 ms, whereas for TA and roadside unit is 0.055 ms.
We use the average (i.e., 0.182 ms) of these timings in our
calculations. While a vehicle in BDIVE executes seven hash
maps, TA executes zero hash functions. While a drone in
BDIVE executes eight hash maps, a roadside unit executes
ten hash functions. The total computational cost for BDIVE is
17th. Table IV presents the computational costs per system
entity for both BDIVE and related existing authentication
protocols. We note that [31] and [32] are better than BDIVE in
terms of computational cost at the road-side units. However,
BDIVE is better than or comparable to [31] and [32] in terms
of computational cost at vehicles. Considering the mobility
nature and limited computational resources of vehicles, and
stationary nature and reasonable computational resources of
road-side units, BDIVE is hence advantageous over state of
the art protocols.

The energy consumption of BDIVE depends on the speed
and size of the messages communicated by the protocol,
especially messages involving vehicles and drones. It is worth
noting that the communicated messages move in the physical
protocol layer. The vehicle DSRC (Dedicated Short-Range
Communication) executes these data transmissions according
to IEEE 802.11p. The IEEE standards [32] for vehicle net-
works specify channel bandwidth, frequency, transmit power,
and data rate (Rd) as 10 MHz, 5.8 GHz, 25 dBm, and 6 Mbps,
respectively. We consider two parameters to measure and
compare BDIVE energy consumption: Ek and El [32]. While
the first parameter measures the energy consumed during
key generation, the second parameter measures the energy
consumed during the login and authentication phases. The total
energy and its aforementioned components are calculated as

E = Ek+El, Ek = Pc×Pcpu, and El =
Ms × Pcpu

Rd
, (1)

where Pc,Pcpu, and Ms are the total computational cost,
the CPU maximum power, and the message size, respectively.
Pcpu is 10.88 W for wireless networks [32].

TABLE VI: Comparing energy consumption cost of BDIVE
against the state-of-the art protocols.

# Parameter [4] [31] [32] BDIVE
1 Ek [mJ] 39.603 39.603 49.504 33.662
2 El [mJ] 4.177 4.584 4.70 4.642
3 E [mJ] 43.78 44.187 54.204 38.304

Table VI compares the energy consumption of BDIVE
to that of related state-of-the-art protocols. It is clear that,
concerning energy consumption cost, BDIVE is more efficient
than related state-of-the-art protocols.

TABLE VII: Simulation configurations.

Network parameter Value
Operating system windows 10
Simulator Omnetpp & Castalia
Network Simulation area a road of 50m× 200m
No. of simulation scenarios 6
No. of system entities 70 and 100
No. of vehicles 66 and 96
No. of roadside units 2
Communication 802.15.4 MAC
Mobility model LineMobilityManager
Vehicle mobility 15 mph and 25 mph
Drone mobility 20 mph and 30 mph
Routing Protocol MultipathRingsRouting
Channel bandwidth 20 MHz
Noise Bandwidth 194 MHz
Data rate 250 KBPS
Modulation Type PSK
Noise Floor −100 DBM

C. Practical Perspective

To confirm the practical feasibility of BDIVE, we implement
it using the well-known tool for networking simulation Om-
netpp with its Castalia simulator. In a repository6, we make
available our Castalia output files. These files can be used
as input for the command CastaliaResults to obtain
information about the configuration that produced the results
and the creation date. Our experiments are built on the IoV
characteristics reviewed in Section III.

The configuration of our experiments is shown in Table VII.
The network simulation area considers a road with width 50
m and a length 200 m. We deploy two RSUs: one at the
beginning and the other at the end of the road. VHs are
initially distributed as matrix on the road. We run the six
network simulation scenarios listed in Table VIII and detailed
as follows.
S1: The scenario has 70 system entities: 1 TA, 1 AD, 2 RSUs,

and 66 VHs. Vehicle and AD speeds are 15 MPH and 20
MPH, respectively.

S2: Similar to the first scenario S1, except that the drone
speed is increased to 30 MPH.

S3: Similar to the second scenario S2, except that the vehicle
speed is increased to 25 MPH.

S4: The scenario has 100 system entities: 1 TA, 1 AD, 2
RSUs, and 96 VHs. Vehicle and drone speeds are 15
MPH and 20 MPH, respectively.

S5: Similar to the fourth scenario S4, except that the drone
speed is increased to 30 MPH.

S6: Similar to the fifth scenario S5, except that the vehicle
speed is increased to 25 MPH.

We evaluate BDIVE in terms of average time needed for
creating a session (S1T), the average time needed for creating
two sessions (S2T) of BDIVE average energy consumed per
system entity (CE), the average number of transmitted packets
(ATX), and the average number of received packets (ARX).
The results of the experiments are shown in Table VIII.
Figure 3 shows S1T and S2T. The figure shows that the extra
time needed to construct the second session after constructing
the first one decreases with the increase in the speed of

6https://github.com/maelzawawy/BDIVE
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TABLE VIII: Scenarios used for testing practical perspectives
of BDIVE with their results.

SID SE# S1T S2T CE ATX pkts ARX pkts
S1 70 6.9 62.71 33.99 1133.5 1143.6
S2 70 17.27 82.271 33.99 1260.129 1269.371
S3 70 5.75 82.271 33.997 228.129 235.786
S4 100 7.47 40 33.993 740.98 752.11
S5 100 28 43.61 33.995 521.98 531.23
S6 100 140 166 33.994 625.46 633.47
SID: Scenarios ID, SE#: No. of system entities,S1T: Average time needed for

creating a session, S2T: Average time needed for creating two sessions,
CE: Average energy consumed per system entity [mJ], ATX: Average number of

transmitted packets, ARX: Average number of received packets.

vehicles and drones. This extra time is smaller for scenarios
S5 and S6 than for the remaining scenario. This is so because
for these two scenarios the number and mobility of vehicles is
larger than that of other scenarios. This improves the chance
of message arrival. The average energy consumed per node
is almost 33.99 mJ. The reported times and consumed energy
prove the practicality of BDIVE. This is also confirmed by the
small differences between the average number of transmitted
and received packets per node reported in Table VIII. While
Tables III, IV, and V show a detailed comparisons of BDIVE
against state-of-the-art protocols, the objective of Figure 3 is
to discuss and prove the practicality and scalability of BDIVE.
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Fig. 3: Times needed to construct one session and two sessions
in BDIVE implementation scenarios.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we proposed BDIVE a novel drone-assisted
authentication scheme with a three-fold improvement: i) it
provides higher security guarantees compared to other state-of-
the-art authentication schemes, ii) it reduces the communica-
tion and energy costs, thus being a viable solution for resource
constrained devices, and iii) it increases the TA security thanks
to the use of blockchain. We proved these three claims by
thoroughly evaluation both the security and the capabilities of
BDIVE comparing it with other state-of-the-art protocols.

In future works we plan to extend our protocol to consider
the different type of communication links characterizing IoV
networks, hence authenticating all the entities involved in

the Vehicle-to-Everything (V2X) paradigm. This represents
a significant challenge due to the high number of involved
entities and hence high number of exchanged messages which
may impact on the communication’s latency.
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